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ast November, kid-focused YouTube 
channel Cool School hosted a special 
holiday DIY segment with one of its 

popular characters, Crafty Carol. The quirky 
bespectacled host showed kids how they could 
decorate a Curious George ornament in an epi-
sode that also included tune-in messaging for TV 
special Curious George: A Very Monkey Christ-
mas, which aired that month on PBS KIDS. 

Though not the first time a kids broad-
caster has turned to original content on a 
digital platform to drive viewership, it’s a 
typical example of how multichannel net-
works are becoming go-to partners for kids 
brands needing exposure. 

“The integration worked perfectly because 
it was aligned with the holiday theme and it 
was activity we’d be doing anyway,” says Scott 
Weitz, CEO and one of the founders of Driver 
Digital. The New York-based digital video studio 
produces Cool School and a raft of other You-
Tube channels in the kids and women’s space. 
“It also allowed PBS to reach a large-scale au-
dience and gave them twice the exposure they 
were expecting,” he adds. Cool School aver-
ages more than four million views a month and 
is in the top 5% of Google Preferred Parenting 
and Family Channels on YouTube. 

GETTING IN ON MCNS
Weitz explains that Driver Digital is essentially a 
working studio that creates content and scales 
it in a “post-cable landscape.” The company—
led ad industry veterans including Weitz and 
Rob Kurtz (a former kids TV network execu-
tive)—works with media-buying agencies to offer 
brands a way into the narrative content they pro-
duce from scratch, as well as several aggregated 
kids channels that it represents and collaborates 
with. It’s worked with top-tier brands including 
Kellogg’s, Nintendo, Spin Master, Fisher-Price 
and McDonald’s.   

To drive Kraft’s Capri Sun Roarin’ Waters 
on-pack promotion, for example, Driver Digital 
leveraged its tween show The Rundown to create 
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a how-to victory dance segment that played off 
of the brand’s national Kids vs. Pros Playground 
Throwdown, featuring several famous athletes. 
The dance video included a call to action to look 
for the on-pack promotion for a giveaway.

“The idea aligned with the tone and voice 
of The Rundown, which is constantly covering 
things that are relevant to tweens—fun stuff to be 
involved in, movies and celebrities,” says Weitz. 

The company also has its own proprietary 
technology to connect advertisers with family 
audiences, such as its GameRoll player that 
enables game publishers to serve video pre-
roll ads before gameplay begins online and on 

mobile apps. For example, to promote Mattel’s 
Ever After High, rather than integrating it 
into The Rundown, the studio opted to create 
content for the brand that aligned with the web 
series and push it out across its GameRoll 
video inventory.

MATCH MAKING
UK-based multichannel network and rights 
management firm Rightster has become a ma-
jor partner for kids brands to go even further 
in fully exploiting and managing their equity 
within the often overwhelming world of MCNs 
and digital platforms. 

PBS KIDS grew its 
audience by integrating 

with Cool School 
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